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Introduction 
What is IRIS? 
IRIS – the Immigration & Refugee Information System – is a web-based application 
designed to electronically assist in the processing and management of client cases 
between the Resettlement Agency (RA – aka VOLAG) national staff, each of the RA’s 
affiliates, and the Refugee Processing Center (RPC).  The benefits that are gained by 
use of IRIS include: 

• Time savings 
o Affidavits of Relationship (AORs) processed and submitted more quickly  
o Case management time redirected from paperwork to working with clients 
o Shorter learning curve for new staff members 

• Improved accuracy and timeliness of data collected and reported 
• Centralized system means that data need only be entered once, rather than 

maintained in multiple systems. 
• Access to IRIS – with appropriate permissions – from any Internet-connected 

computer 
 
There are Production and Test instances of IRIS.  The Test instances are used for 
testing and training.  Production instances contain the live data.  Production instances 
are identifiable by a blue header bar and Test instances contain a gold header bar with 
***TEST*** displayed in it.  You will see that we used both Production and Test 
instances of IRIS to capture our screenshots for this User Guide.   

The Process 
IRIS automates the following processes: 

• Refugee Pre-Allocation Process 
o AORs 
o Interests 

• Case Placement, Assurance, Travel, Arrival 
• Resettlement and Placement (R&P) Program Case Management 
• Matching Grant (MG) Program Case Management 

 

 
Each process will be detailed in the appropriate section within the User Guide. 
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Basics 
 
If your IRIS account has already been established, you can skip down to the section 
titled “Logging On.” 
 

Setting Up Your IRIS Account 
 
Once an IRIS administrator enters your name and security level into the system, you will 
receive an e-mail message inviting you to create your IRIS account.  The message 
should look like the one below.  Click on the link within the e-mail or copy the address 
and paste it into the address bar of your web browser. 
 

 
 
This will take you to the User Account Completion screen. Complete all Required fields, 
noting your Username and Password for future use. 
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Logging On 
 
IRIS is a web-based application, allowing authorized user’s access from any location 
with internet access.  
 
To logon to IRIS, launch your Internet Web browser software. 
 
Now that the browser is opened, and depending on your computer’s configuration, 
select the IRIS link from your Favorites or enter your agency’s web address in the 
address bar.  Contact your agency contact or IRIS Support for this address if you do not 
know it.  Alternatively, you can go to http://irisweb.org/ and select your agency’s link 
from the list of agencies under the IRIS LINKS header. 

 
 

Tip:  Create a direct desktop shortcut to IRIS by left clicking and dragging your agency’s 
URL to your desktop. 
 
The Login page appears. 

 
 
Enter your IRIS Username and Password, then click the Go button, or press the [Enter] 
key on your keyboard.   
 

Forgotten Password 
 
If you do not have, or cannot remember, your password, click on the Forgot Password 
link, where you will be prompted to enter your Username – a temporary password will 
then be automatically sent to the e-mail address associated with your IRIS login. 

http://irisweb.org/
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Locked Account 
 
If an incorrect password is entered three times, the user account will be locked.  The 
following message will appear:  

 
 
 
If your login was successful, the IRIS Dashboard will be displayed.   
 
 
IRIS Dashboard 
The screen shot on the next page shows the Dashboard, or opening screen for IRIS. 
 
1.  The Header Bar appears at the top of every IRIS screen, staying with you as you 
navigate through the system. It allows users to perform common tasks and get basic 
information about the IRIS session.   
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2.  On the left is the Navigation Bar. This is where you will see links to the functions 
assigned to you by the system administrator.  What you see in the Navigation Bar is 
determined by your permissions. Your Navigation Bar may contain fewer links, or may 
contain additional ones, from those shown here. The functions will be described in detail 
throughout this guide. 
 
3.  On the right is the Notifications Pane.  This is where you will see notifications 
triggered by various interactions with RPC or affiliate colleagues. These will alert you to 
tasks that need your attention. You will also receive some notifications by e-mail. Please 
see irisweb.org for a complete list of all online and e-mail notifications generated by 
IRIS. 
 
4.  A useful link under Notifications is the Recently Viewed section. It will allow you to 
bring up the ten most recently viewed AORs, Interests, or Cases that you as an 
individual user have worked with. 
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Header 
 
The header stays with you as you navigate through IRIS. From it, you may: 

• Find any case you wish by entering the case number in the Case Quick Search 
box as shown below and then click Go.  

• Return to the dashboard by clicking on the gold IRIS icon. 
• Click on My Account to change your password or manage account information.  
• Click on About to Identify which version of IRIS you are working in. 
• Log out. 
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Case Management 
Create Cases by Importing BioData 
 
Importing Weekly Allocations WRAPS data files:  from the IRIS Dashboard, click the link 
for "Load All WRAPS Files" in the WRAPS section: 

 
 
Select the File Type (BIODATA), then click the Browse button: 
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Locate and select the appropriate BioData file and click the Open button: 

 
 
Click the Start button to begin the import process: 
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While the import process is running, an animated box is displayed.  This will disappear 
when the process is complete: 

 
 
Once done, the WRAPS Import Summary screen is shown.  If there had been any 
errors or warnings, there would have been a link to view the log of those.  In this case, 
there were no errors: 
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The next step is to import the Allocation Results file.  From the WRAPS Import screen, 
select File Type (ALLOCATION-RESULTS) , and then click on the browse button to 
locate the file: 

  
 
Locate and select the appropriate Allocation Results file and click the Open button: 
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Click the Start button to begin the import process: 

 
 
While the import process is running, an animated box is displayed.  This will disappear 
when the process is complete: 
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Once done, the WRAPS Import Summary screen is shown.  The Allocation Summary 
link opens a report with the basic information on all cases imported: 
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Once the weekly allocation of cases has been imported, the next step will be to place 
the cases.  Cases may be placed individually from within each cases.  When placing 
many cases at once, use the "Place Cases" link on the IRIS Dashboard (in the Case 
Management section). 
 
When the Case Placement screen loads, it contains all cases that are not placed with 
an affiliate.  This may include not only newly allocated cases, but those that have been 
returned by an affiliate, or those that were allocated previously but not placed. 
 
When the Case Placement screen loads, it may also have some affiliate offices 
preloaded in the Affiliate dropdown.  These indicate new cases that are cross-
referenced to another case you have already placed at that office. 
 
Some cases will appear in the same grid, with only a single affiliate selection.  These 
indicate cross-referenced cases, which will be placed together – saving time and 
likelihood of error. 
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Importing BioData for Inactive or Closed Cases 
 
When importing BioData, after you select the file name and click Continue, IRIS checks 
to see if there are any Inactive or Closed cases involved.  If so, the following screen is 
displayed: 

 
You can select any cases you want to be set to Active by checking the box next to the 
case number.  Clicking Continue resumes the BioData import process. 
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Checking a previously Inactive case that was checked in the BioData import process to 
be reactivated shows that the case is now Active: 

 
Checking a previously Closed case that was checked in the BioData import process to 
be reactivated shows that the case is now Active: 
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Checking a previously Inactive case that was not checked in the BioData import process 
to be reactivated shows that the case remains Inactive: 

 
Checking a previously Closed case that was not checked in the BioData import process 
to be reactivated shows that the case remains Closed: 
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Updating Cases with the Weekly Caseload Data File 
 
IRIS has the ability to import the Affiliate Case Load Report provided by RPC.   RPC 
provides a data file version of the report as a comma-delimited text file.  The file ends 
with a .csv extension. 
 
Steps to import the file: 

1. From the IRIS dashboard, click “Load WRAPS Files”  
2. Select AFFILIATE CASE LOAD FILE from the list of import types  
3. Click “Choose File” to upload the affiliate case load data file from your 

computer.   
a. Sample file name: “20170410 – [RA] Affiliate Caseload Datafile.csv” 

 
The information in the caseload data file is matched to IRIS data by using the RPC 
Case GUID and the Principle Applicants Individual GUID.  If a match is not found, then 
there is an error message.  Other conditions such as a language code not found in IRIS 
will cause a warning message.  The error message "Case with Number already exists" 
means the caseload file and the IRIS case matched using the GUID, however, the case 
number in the data file differed from the case number in IRIS. 
 
The table below lists the data imported from the Affiliate Case Load Data File and the 
IRIS field that is updated. 
 
Table 1. Data from Affiliate Case Load Data File and the field in IRIS that will be updated. 

# Data File Field 
Descriptive 
Field Name 

Sample 
Value IRIS Mapping Note 

1 textbox276 
Case Availability 

Hold 
IRIS Case=>Case 
Availability Status   

2 prefix_code 
Case Prefix 
Code CE 

IRIS 
Case=>prefix_code   

3 
case_number_s
plit 

Case Number 
936732 

IRIS 
Case=>case_number   

4 case_suffix Case Suffix A IRIS Case=>case_suffix   

5 ind_firstname 

PA First Name 

FirstNa
me 

Case Member => 
[Relation to PA = 
Principal Applicant] => 
FirstName   

6 
ind_middlenam
e 

PA Middle 
Name 

Middle
Name 

Case Member => 
[Relation to PA = 
Principal Applicant] => 
MiddleName   
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# Data File Field 
Descriptive 
Field Name 

Sample 
Value IRIS Mapping Note 

7 ind_surname 

PA Surname 

LastNa
me 

Case Member => 
[Relation to PA = 
Principal Applicant] => 
LastName   

8 
ind_secondsurn
ame 

PA Second 
Surname 

LastNa
me2 

Case Member => 
[Relation to PA = 
Principal Applicant] => 
LastName2   

9 nat_code 

Nationality Code 

AF 

Case Member => 
[Relation to PA = 
Principal Applicant] => 
NationalityCode   

10 lang_code 

Native 
Language Code 

PBU 

Case Member => 
[Relation to PA = 
Principal Applicant] => 
[NativeLanguage = 
Yes] => LanguageCode   

11 textbox610 
Case Priority 

SV 
IRIS Case=>Case 
Priority   

12 textbox294 
Case Status 

IMM 
IRIS Case=>Case 
Status   

13 textbox589 

Cultural 
Orientation 
Status NOA 

IRIS Case=>Cultural 
Orientation Status   

14 textbox590 

Cultural 
Orientation 
Hours 

3Days 

Field not in BioData 
IRIS Case=>"Cultural 
Orientation Hours" 

Codes: 
1. 1Day 
2. 3Days 
3. 4Days 
4. 4Hour 
5. 5Days 
6. NSH 

15 textbox568 

Must Travel By 

9/3/201
4 

Field not in BioData 
IRIS Case=>"Must 
Travel By"  
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# Data File Field 
Descriptive 
Field Name 

Sample 
Value IRIS Mapping Note 

16 textbox301 

Travel Status 

STO 

Field not in BioData 
IRIS Case=>"Travel 
Status" 

Codes: 
1. Travel 

Reservatio
ns 
Received 

2. Arrived in 
USA 

3. Departed 
4. External 
5. IAC Cleared 
6. IAC 

Requested 
7. Not Arrived 
8. Not 

Departed 
9. No Activity 
10. No Show 
11. Pending 

Acceptance 
12. Provisional 

Travel 
Certificate 
Requested 

13. Travel 
Reservatio
ns 
Requested 

14. Removed 
15. Request 

Sent to 
RPC 

16. Start Over 
 

Updating Cases with the Agency Case Closure Data 
File 
IRIS has the ability to import the Agency Case Closure Data File that is provided by 
RPC. 
 
The following steps describe the import process. 
 

1. Import the data file from “Load WRAPS Files” screen 
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2. IRIS cases that match the case on the import file will have their Status changed 

to Closed 
3. A case note will be added for each closed case. 

 
 
 
During the import IRIS checks the data and may provide an error or warning message.  
Error means an update did not occur.  A warning message updates IRIS and only 
makes you aware of a condition.  
 
 

Error Message Condition 
Bad line format. Line in data file must have 
comma separators 

CSV file row does not match CSV file format 
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IRIS case not found by case load file RPC case 
GUID 

Case GUID from CSV file was not found in IRIS 
database. 

RPC case GUID matched. Case number does not 
match 

Case GUID from CSV file was found in IRIS 
database DB, but Case number does not match 

Case is already closed Case Active Status equals to Closed 
 

Warning Message Condition 
Empty ClosureReason field CSV file row ClosureReason field is empty 

 
 

Accessing Cases 
 
In addition to the Case Quick Search and Recently Viewed links discussed in the 
Dashboard section of this guide, you may also access cases by clicking on the 
Advanced Search link under Case Management on the Navigation Bar. Please note 
that there is also an Advanced Search link under Pre Case Processing, so be careful to 
choose the correct link. 

 

 
 
This will provide you with a wide variety of search options, as shown on the next page. 
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You may fill in as many of the criteria on this page as you wish. When finished, scroll to 
the bottom and click the Submit button.  The more information you enter, the more you 
will refine your search. 
 
If you want to see all the cases you have access to see, click Submit without entering 
any search data. 
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Once you have clicked the Submit button, the Search Results page will appear. Here, 
you can review the cases that match your criteria.  To open a particular case, click on 
the link associated with that case number on the left side of the page. 
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Case Screens 
Case Header 
 
The top of each Case screen contains the Case Header, which gives summary 
information for the case.  It appears on every screen you navigate to within the case.   
 
If a case has not yet arrived, the Projected Arrival Dates will appear on the Case 
Header as seen below. 
 

 
 

Once a case has arrived, the Arrival Date and MG Enroll Date fields will be displayed 
with any pertinent data as seen below. 
 

 
 
 
 

Case Tabs 
 
There are five main subsections of tabs within a Case: Pre Arrival, Post Arrival, 
VOLAG (RA) Notes, Matching Grant and Other Programs. The top of the tabs for 
the subsection you are in will be highlighted in gold.  Some of the choices that are 
available in the main subsections are shown below.  Others become available once you 
click on a lower tab – these will be discussed as the section is explored in further detail 
in this guide.   
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Placing Cases 
 
There are two ways to place a case in IRIS: from the Place Cases link on the 
Dashboard or from within the individual case. Use the Place Cases link if you would like 
to place more than one case at a time. Use the Case screen for an individual case if you 
want to place just that case, or if you need to update a previous placement for that case.  
 

Place Cases Link 
 
To begin, click on the Place Cases link on the Navigation Bar under Case 
Management. 
 

 
 
This will bring up a list of cases which have not yet been placed, as shown in the 
screenshot below. If there are any URM cases on the list, these will be sorted at the 
bottom and shaded in beige. Also, returned cases will display shaded in green. You 
may see possible anchors by clicking on the Details button. 
 
To view biodata for the cases that need to be placed, click on the link associated with 
the case number. 
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Biodata 
 
Clicking on the Case Number will bring up the Background Case Information screen. 
You may edit this information as necessary by clicking on the one of the Edit buttons at 
the top or bottom of the screen. 
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Once you click Edit, you will have the ability to make changes, by clicking on one of the 
dropdown lists or typing in the appropriate field. When finished, click Submit. 
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Members 
 
To work with individual members of the case, click on the Member tab.  
 

 
 
From the Case Members screen you may: 

• View biodata for an individual by clicking on the link associated with that person’s 
Alien ID number. 

• Move members from one case to another, split a case, or add a Member. This is 
usually done through a WRAPS import, but if you need to do it manually, please 
see page 78. 

• Print the biodata report. 
 

Background 
 
When you click on the link for a particular member, the Member Background page for 
that person will open. You will also see tabs for Health, Language, Education, and 
Employment. As with the Background Case Information discussed above, the page 
becomes fillable when you click the Edit button at the bottom of the screen. The 
process is the same as that described above for the Background Case Information. 
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Health 
 
Below is an example of a Health biodata page.  
 
You may add or change HIV information by clicking in the appropriate circle and then 
clicking Save.  
 
To update the Medical Status, click on the dropdown arrow and choose the status you 
need. Then click Save. 
 
You may add specific health details by clicking on the Add Health button.  
 

 
 
When you click on the Add Health button, a dialog box will open, as shown on the next 
page. Fill in the required information, using the dropdown lists where they are provided. 
Once you have completed the form, click the Save button. 
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The information you entered will now appear on the member’s Health Information page. 
Please note that the Source Name here is a code associated with the Source Name 
you entered in the dialog box above.  
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Language, Education, and Employment 
 
The language, education, and employment pages provide information on these topics 
for the individual member. Below are examples of each page. As with the health screen, 
you may add information by clicking on the Add button. The process is the same as that 
described in the Health Section above. 
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Printing the Biodata 
 
If you would like to print out a hard copy of the biodata, you may do so from either the 
Case Members or Case Placement screen.  
 
From the Case Members screen 
Click on the Print Biodata Report button. 
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A PDF document will open, allowing you to save or print the file. 
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 From the Case Placement Screen 
Click on the Print Biodata Reports button. 

 
 

 
A PDF document containing biodata for all of the cases that need to be placed will 
open. This could be quite a large file, depending on the number of cases you have to 
place. You may save or print the file or selected pages.  
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Placing the Case 
 
Now that you have reviewed the biodata, you are ready to place the case. Returning to 
the Case Placement screen, click on the dropdown arrow in the Affiliate column and 
choose the affiliate where you will place the case. To streamline the process, you may 
select affiliates for as many cases as you wish. When finished, scroll down to the 
bottom of the page and click Update Placement. 
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Once you have completed the process, IRIS will remove the cases you have placed 
from the Case Placement Page.  
 
The affiliate office will receive two online notifications: NEW Cases and ALL Cases To 
Be Assured. The NEW Cases notification lists all cases newly placed with the affiliate 
and will remain for three days after placement. The ALL Cases To Be Assured 
notification lists all cases that need to be assured. A case will remain on this list until it 
has been assured. IRIS will generate an Assurance Date Passed notification if the 
case is not assured on time. 
 
Placement information will appear on the Current Placement screen within the cases 
you have placed. Please see the next section for instructions on how to view this 
screen. 
 

Placing a Case from within the Case Screen 
 
To place a case or update a placement from within the Case Screen, locate and open 
the case you wish to place. Click on the Placement tab. 
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The Placement Screen will open. If the case has already been placed, the information will 
appear here. Click on the Placement button. 
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A dialog box will open. Fill in the required information and click Save.  
 

 
 

The placement information you entered now appears on the Current Placement screen 
and the History chart details your recent activity. The Placement button’s label has 
changed to New Placement giving you the ability to change the placement should you 
need to in the future. 
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Adding a VOLAG Note 
 
Open the case and click the VOLAG Notes tab.  Then click the Add New Case Notes 
button. 
 

 

 
 
 

 
A dialog box similar to that shown on the next page will open. Choose the Case Notes 
Type (R&P or MG) from the dropdown. Indicate whether or not the note includes 
sensitive medical information by clicking either Yes or No in the radio buttons next to 
Contains Restricted Medical Information. Add a Short Description and a Note. The 
Note Date will default to current date, but it can be changed to a prior date. If you want 
the affiliates to be able to see this note, click the Viewable by Affiliates checkbox. 
 
You can save the note as a draft by clicking Save Draft.  It will not become viewable by 
the affiliates until you click Save. 
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The affiliate office will receive an online notification that a VOLAG Note has been 
added.  
 
The note will be viewable from the VOLAG Notes tab within the Case Screen. To open 
it, select the VOLAG Notes tab and then click on the link associated with the short 
description. 
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The dialog box where you entered the note will reopen. You may edit or remove the 
note as necessary by typing more information in the Note field or clicking the Remove 
button. You can also upload any documents pertaining to this note by clicking the 
Browse button to locate the document and then clicking the Add Document button. 
IRIS will record the date the note was updated. Finally, click the Save button to save 
and close the note. 
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Assurance 
 
To view the Assurance Status and other information relevant to the assurance process, 
click on the Assurance tab.  
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Assurance 
Details 
This is the main 
assurance screen.  
From here, once 
the affiliate has 
assured the case, 
you will finalize 
and submit the 
assurance to 
WRAPS.  

 
The Target 
Assurance Date 
is the assurance 
due date, set by 
IRIS based on the 
BioData Urgency 
Code for this case.  
Generally, it is 4 
weeks from the 
allocation date. 
 
Assured Date will 
be blank if this is a 
new assurance, 
but may be 
populated if you 
are reassuring the 
case. 
 
Assurance 
Status will be one 
of the following: 
 
Requested – you 
have requested 
assurance from 
the affiliate. 
Ready to Assure – 
the affiliate office 
has completed the 
assurance and 
submitted it to the 
RA. 
Assured – the RA 
has signed off and 

 
 

 
Case Members lists the members of the case and shows if 
additional information – Class A Addendum or Minor Suitability 
Determination is needed to assure the case. 

 
Anchors shows the confirmed anchor, if you are working with a 
GEO case.  
 
Co-Sponsors shows any sponsoring organizations or individuals.  
 
If the affiliate has assured a free case with no anchor or local 
sponsor, the “Assure this as an Agency Sponsored Case” box will 
be checked.  This will allow the assurance to be submitted without 
entering a confirmed anchor or co-sponsor. 
 
Present Location is pre-filled from the case information. 
 

Placement Office was filled when you placed the case. 
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Placement State is the state 
where the case will be placed.  
For agency sponsored cases, 
IRIS will pre-fill this with agency 
state. 
 
Placement Code is an outdated 
function. It is set to 0-0 by 
default. 
 
Final Destination is the airport 
where the case members will be 
picked up when they arrive. 
 
Special Instructions are added 
if you need to request more 
information from the affiliate 
before the case can be assured. 
 
Other Bio Information can be 
added by affiliate agency to 
provide information to RPC or 
the RA regarding the assurance. 
 
When you have reviewed this 
page and are ready to submit 
the assurance, check the radio 
button stating “I confirm all of 
the information is correct and 
this case is assured” and then 
click the Assure button. 
 
If additional work is need on this 
case by the affiliate, click the 
radio button stating “This case 
is not ready to be assured 
and should be returned to the 

 
 

 
 
You can save the form without submitting it by clicking on 
the Save button. 
 
A record of this case’s assurance(s) can be viewed in the 
section titled Assurance History at the bottom of the 
screen. 

submitted it to 
RPC via WRAPS. 
Waived – an 
Assurance Waiver 
has been 
submitted. 
Inactivated – an 
Assurance 
Inactivation has 
been submitted. 

Placement City is the city where the case will be placed.  For agency 
sponsored cases, IRIS will pre-fill this with the placement office city. 
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affiliate for review” and click 
Save.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Assuring a Case 
 
Once you have placed a case, the affiliate office will see a NEW Cases link on the 
Dashboard. If the case has not been assured at least 30 days before the due date, a 
reminder notification labeled Assurance Date Approaching will populate on the 
Dashboard. A third notification will appear if the due date passes, alerting you that the 
Assurance Date has Passed.  
 
Once the affiliate has assured the case, the Assurance Ready Notification will populate 
on your Dashboard. Click on the link to see all of the cases ready to be assured. 
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Now, click on the link for the case you wish to assure. 
 

 
 

When the case screen opens, click on the Assurance tab. Note in the example on the 
next page that since the affiliate has assured this case, the Assurance Status now reads 
Ready to Assure. Check to see that all of the information is correct.  
 
If there is a problem, check the checkbox This case is not ready to be assured and 
should be returned to the affiliate for review. Include notes about why you are 
returning the case in the Special Instructions box. Then click Save. It is also a good 
idea to send a VOLAG Note when returning a case because this will generate a 
notification for the affiliate. Please see page 66 for instructions on how to add a VOLAG 
Note.  
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When you are ready to assure the case, check the checkbox I confirm all of the 
information is correct and this case is assured; then click Save. IRIS will add this 
assurance to the WRAPS file ready for export to RPC. Note that the Processing Status 
and Assurance Status are now both Assured. 
 

 
 
 

Exporting WRAPS Files 
 
When you are ready to export the WRAPS file, return to the dashboard and click Export 
Wraps Files, as shown on the next page. 
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Choose Export Assurance Files from the dropdown and click Start. 
 

 
 
 

IRIS reflects that the file has been sent by e-mail to RPC and the Processing staff at 
your agency. Older cases are sent to a WRAPS email address.  Newer cases are sent 
to a START email address.  RPC will confirm receipt of the assured cases by e-mail. 
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Reassuring a Case 
 
You may be asked to reassure a case in one of the following circumstances: 

• A case has been assured for one year 
• The composition of a case changes 
• Medical information has been added 
• The anchor’s address changes,  or a new co-sponsor for the case is identified 
• RPC requests reassurance of a case 

 
The process for reassurance is the same as that for assurance.  
 
The functionality and reason for use of the three buttons on the Assurance screen of an 
assured case are described below.  Note that use of the “Request Amended Assurance” 
and “Reassure Now” buttons are prompted by a request from RPC to reassure a case 
via the Amended Assurance Request that the RAs receive from RPC each week. 
 
Request Amended Assurance button 
 
Functionality 

• RA is prompted for a new Target Assurance Date and an Amended Assurance 
Request Reason. 

• Processing Status goes back to “Not Assured” and Assurance Status goes back 
to “Requested.” 

• Case is added to notifications like “ALL Cases To Be Assured” and possibly 
“Assurance Date Approaching” (depending on Target Assurance Date that was 
entered).  Both the RAs and the affiliates have these two notifications.  The grids 
in both notifications contain an “Assurance Type” column.  In both instances the 
type would be “Amended” when an RA has requested an amended assurance. 

• This case would go through the assurance process again, where the affiliate has 
to possibly identify/confirm an anchor and accept placement.  Once the affiliate 
does that, the Processing Status is still “Not Assured” but the Assurance Status 
changes to “Ready To Assure.”  Also, the case has now been added to the RA’s 
“Assurance Ready” notification.  Then, once the RA assures the case, the 
Processing Status and the Assurance Status will both be changed to “Assured.” 

• No VOLAG Notes are created. 
• Assurance DOES get sent in WRAPS Assurance Export. 

 
Reason for use 

• RA was notified of a change via the weekly Amended Assurance Request that 
does require the affiliate to re-accept the placement. 

 
Reassure Now button 
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Functionality 
• Fast track to reassure case.  Skips accept/approve process with affiliate. 
• No dashboard or e-mail notifications are created for RAs or affiliates. 
• No new VOLAG Note is created. 
• Processing Status and Assurance Statuses both stay “Assured.” 
• RA is not prompted to enter any information in the Special Instructions box, 

although the reason for reassuring the case should be entered there before 
clicking the button. 

• A row is added to the Assurance History grid with a Reason of “Reassured by 
VOLAG” and the user’s name is added in the ChangedBy column. 

• Assurance DOES get sent in WRAPS Assurance Export. 
 
Reason for use 

• RA was notified of a change via the weekly Amended Assurance Request, but it 
does not require the affiliate to re-accept the placement.  RA would note change 
in Special Instructions and just “Reassure Now.”  RPC would receive the 
reassurance and see the reason for it in the Special Instructions. 

 
Note:  Although the affiliate does not get notified of this transaction, when/if RPC 
sends updated biodata, the affiliate will be notified via an e-mail and a dashboard 
notification.  The affiliate is notified via an e-mail whenever a new VOLAG Note was 
created, including when data changes during a biodata import.  So, the e-mail isn’t 
going to look any different than any other biodata upload.  However, when the 
affiliate opens the e-mail or the VOLAG Note, s/he will be able to see the name of 
the biodata that was run.  If it’s a Case Change, those words will be embedded in 
the name of the biodata. 

 
Save button 
 
Functionality 

• Saves whatever changes were made to the data on the Assurance screen. 
• Does not do anything else; i.e. no notifications are created, no VOLAG Note is 

created, no statuses are changed, no entry is made to the Assurance History 
grid, etc. 

• Assurance does NOT get sent in WRAPS Assurance Export. 
 
Reason for use 

• A minor change was needed on the Assurance screen that did not require the 
case to be sent to the affiliate or RPC.   

• A scenario describing how one RA typically uses this button is as follows: 
o The RA uses the Save button if they need to remember to make a 

comment but they are waiting for the affiliate to assure the case; for 
example—the case is assured to Minneapolis and the affiliate tells them 
the UST has moved to St. Cloud. The RA sends the updated UST form to 
RPC and moves the case to St. Cloud, but the RA will not assure the case 
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without the affiliate’s confirmation. The RA doesn’t want to forget what 
they did, or for another case worker in the office to come behind them not 
knowing why the case was moved, so they save a comment that says 
Amended: UST moved to St. Cloud. 

 
 

Splitting a Case 
 
Most of the time, changes to biodata will be imported from WRAPS. However, in the 
event that you need to split a case manually you may do so by going into the Member 
tab and clicking on the Split Case button. 
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Add the new case number generated by the split. Click Enter. 

 

 
 

Select the reason for the split from the dropdown and add any comments in the field 
provided. Click Enter. 
 

 
Check the box for the members you wish to move to the new case and then click Move 
Selected Members to New Case. 
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The members of the new case will now appear in the New Case Number Chart. If you 
have made any mistake, you may move members back to the original case by selecting 
them and then clicking Move Selected Members Back to Original Case.  
 
Select the member who will be the PA of the new case by checking the box for that 
member. Click Assign Selected Member as PA (Principal Applicant). 

 
 
IRIS will set the selected member as the PA of the new case, as shown in the 
screenshot below. Choose the relationship between the two assigned PAs from the 
dropdown lists. Click Set Relationships. 
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At any point throughout this process, you may click the Reset or Cancel buttons to 
correct any errors that may have been made. Clicking the Reset button will move all 
members back to the original Case on the Case Split Screen. Clicking Cancel will 
cancel the entire operation and return you to the dashboard. 
 
Once you have completed the case splitting process, click on Confirm Move to finalize 
the split. 
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Case Transfers 
 

Transfer Out 
 
To transfer a case to another RA, start from the IRIS dashboard and click Transfer a 
Case. 
 
Note: START cases have a different transfer form than WRAPS cases. These screen 
shots are for WRAPS case transfer form. IRIS will choose the appropriate transfer form. 
 

 
 
 
 

Add the Case Number and click Enter. 
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Another way to initiate a transfer is to click the Transfer Case link on the Background 
Case Information screen of the case you wish to transfer. 
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Enter the required information into the transfer form.  
• If this is a second time transfer, you must include an explanation. 
• If this is a Post-Arrival transfer, IRIS will automatically add the Date of Arrival. 
• Select the Reason for Transfer from the list provided. 
• Include any comments that are pertinent to this transfer in the Comments field.  

Once the “Save & Email” button is clicked and all potential errors have been 
resolved, IRIS will automatically add to the Comments field, the From and To 
Contact Names and indicate that both agreed to the transfer. 

 

 
 
 

Once you have added all the information, click Save & Email. The RA 
Transfer/Reallocation form will automatically be e-mailed to RPC at 
transfers@wrapsnet.org, and to the configured e-mail addresses for both sending and 
receiving resettlement agencies. 

mailto:transfers@wrapsnet.org
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Below is an example of a transfer form which would be attached to the e-mail that is 
sent to RPC. 
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Finding a Case that has Been Transferred 
 
To locate a case which has been transferred, click on the Case Transfer Out Search 
link from the dashboard. 

  
 

 
You may enter search criteria into any of the fields on the Case Transfer Out Search 
screen. In the example below, the user is searching for a case transferred to CWS.  
 
When finished entering your search criteria, click Submit. 
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Your Search Results will appear. Clicking on the link associated with the case you are 
looking for will take you to the Resettlement Agency Transfer/Reallocation Form for that 
case. From there, you may view information about the transfer, print the Transfer Form, 
or even resubmit it if necessary. 

 

   
 
 
When a case is successfully transferred, IRIS will change the Active Status of a case to 
Closed and add a line to the header of the case to make the transfer obvious.   
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Transfer In 
 
Sometimes when an RA transfers a case out, the receiving RA is unable to take it and 
returns it.  Also, some RAs may want to capture information about standard Transfer Ins 
for statistical purposes.  To capture Transfer In information, do the following: 
 
1. Navigate to the Background Case Information screen, click the Case Active Status 

field dropdown, select Active and click Save. 
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2. Once the case has been reopened, the Edit link becomes available.   
 

 
 
 
In edit mode, you can select Yes for “Transferred in?”, which will cause the Transfer In 
fields to open up.  Enter all desired data and click Submit to save. 
 

 
 
Notice that the header now also contains information about the Transfer In. 
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The rules that are built into IRIS regarding when the transfer information in the header is 
in red or black font are as follows. 

• The most recent transfer will be in red font. 
• If both the Transfer In and Transfer Out are the same day: 

o If the case is Active, the Transfer In information will be in red font and the 
Transfer Out information will be in black font. 

o If the case is Closed, the Transfer Out information will be in red font and 
the Transfer In information will be in black font. 

• If one or both transfers are missing a date, both the Transfer In and Transfer Out 
information will be in red font. 
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Travel 
 
Under the Case Management section of the Dashboard, click on the Manage Travel 
link. IRIS will automatically display all future, scheduled travel for your agency’s cases.  
You can enter a date range if you wish to see a subset of all travel that is scheduled.  
You can also export the list by selecting the type of export you wish and clicking the 
Export button.  Click the “Show all scheduled travel” button to return the list to showing 
all future travel that is scheduled for your agency. 
 

 
 
 
Following the list of scheduled travel are buttons to allow you to search travel, add 
ProFlights, and access the IOM interface. 
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Clicking on a Case Number link will take you to the Travel screen for that case. 
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Search Travel 
 
From the Manage Travel screen, you can search for travel by clicking on the Search 
Travel button.  You will be presented with the following Travel Search screen, where 
you may search based on a variety of criteria. When finished, scroll to the bottom and 
click the Search button. 
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You will be presented with a list of cases that meet the criteria you entered. 
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Add ProFlight (Advanced Booking Notification) 
 
While the entry of most ProFlight data is typically done via the IOM eABN/eDOM 
interface, it is possible to manually enter cases in IRIS if it becomes necessary. 
 
From the Manage Travel screen, click on the Add Proflight button.  Enter the ProFlight 
Number and click Save and Continue 
 

 

 
 
The Advanced Notice section of the screen will become active, allowing you to change 
the ProFlight’s status and add flight and case information.  The travel data should be 
entered in the following order: 
1. International Flight Legs 
2. Cases 
3. Final Booking 
4. Ground Transportation 
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If you click the Change Status button, you will be presented with the following screen. 
As indicated in the screenshot, setting the ProFlight Status to “Deleted” will delete all 
international legs, remove all cases from the ProFlight, delete all domestic legs, and 
reset all individual Sequence numbers. 
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When you click the Add International Flight Legs button, the following screen will pop 
up.  Enter the information for the first leg and click Save. Repeat process until all 
international flight legs have been entered. Note that IRIS will check the Port of Entry 
checkbox automatically upon entering the final arrival airport. 
 
Note that PNR Number is used to identify domestic flights and should not be entered 
when adding international flight legs. 

 

 
 
 
The flight is now listed on the Travel Notices screen, as shown on the next page. 
Should you need to edit the information, click on the link associated with the flight 
number. The dialog box will re-open and you may make any necessary changes.  Note 
that Leg # is blank due to the manual entry of this travel data.  When travel data is 
imported via the eABN/eDOM process, Leg # will not be blank. 
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Once the international flight information has been added, you can now add the cases 
that are associated with this ProFlight by clicking the Add Cases button.  When the 
dialog box opens, enter the Case Number for the first case on this flight. Then click Get 
Member List. 
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Enter the IOM Serial Number for each member of the case on the flight. IRIS is 
programmed to assume that all members are on the flight. If any member is not on this 
flight, uncheck the checkbox next to that member and leave the IOM Serial Number 
box blank, as shown below for Marion Watkins. Click Save. 
 

 
 
When IRIS returns you to the Travel Notices Screen, you have the ability to enter any 
additional cases on this ProFlight. Click on Add Cases again and repeat the above 
steps until all cases have been entered.  
 
Once you enter a case, IRIS will list its members on the Travel Notices page. There are 
two cases on the ProFlight in the below example. All members of each case are listed 
on the screen. You may edit or remove a member’s information by clicking on one of the 
links on the right.  
 
IRIS adds the IOM and Assurance Final Destination information in the Final Booking 
section within each case’s information. See the section in this manual called “Final 
Booking (Domestic Booking)” for information on how to complete the Final Booking. 
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If you have another proflight to enter, you may do so from this screen by clicking Add 
New Proflight at the bottom of the screen. 
 
Once you have completed entering the information from the ABN, IRIS can generate a 
NEW Travel Info dashboard notification for the resettlement agency and affiliate office, 
depending upon how the version of IRIS is configured.  Likewise, IRIS can also be 
configured to send an e-mail to both. 
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Travel Requirements and Medical Escort 
 
If anyone on the flight has travel requirements or needs a medical escort, these should 
be noted in the Travel Req and Med Escort sections within the member grid on the 
Travel Notices screen.  Open this grid by clicking edit in the “Actions” column next to 
any of the members. 
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Viewing Travel Information from the Case Screen 
 
When you enter travel data, IRIS also updates the Case Screen for each case on the 
flight. Both the RA and the affiliate may view travel information from this screen. The 
Processing Status on the Case Header changes to Scheduled to Travel if the arrival 
date is in the future or to Arrived if the arrival date is the current date or earlier. To view 
the flight information, click on the Travel Tab.  The screenshot on the next page shows 
travel information and a list of all members of the case on the flight. There is also a 
record of all activity related to travel at the bottom of the screen.  It is called Travel 
History.  
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Adding a Pet 
 
If there are any pets traveling with the case, you may enter them from this screen by 
clicking the Add Pet button. 
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A dialog box will open. Choose the type of pet from the dropdown and enter any special 
handling instructions. When finished, click Save. 
 

 
 
IRIS adds the Pet information to the travel page. 
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Final Booking (Domestic Booking) 
 
To enter the Domestic Booking information, start from the IRIS dashboard.  Select 
Manage Travel and click Search Travel at the bottom of the screen. 
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Enter the ProFlight Number and click Search. 
 

 

 
 
 
The Travel Notices screen will open. Scroll to the bottom and click Add Final Booking. 
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From here, there are two ways to continue, depending on whether the cases for your 
agency on this ProFlight are also on the same domestic flight.  
 

1. To add the final booking for the entire ProFlight, enter the Flight Number and 
PNR Number at the top left of the dialog box.  
 
Since, in this case, you are adding the same final booking for all cases in the 
ProFlight, it is not necessary to enter PNR Numbers in the Cases grid. You only 
need to click the Add? checkbox next to each of the cases.  
 
Finally, add the Departure and Arrival information and click Save. 

 
 

 
 
 

When you complete this step, IRIS adds the information to both the Travel Notices 
screen and the Travel tab within the case screen. 
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2. To enter the final bookings for the ProFlight case-by-case, enter the Flight 
Number at the top left of the dialog box. In the Cases grid, add PNR Number 
and click the Add? checkbox. Then add the Departure and Arrival information 
and click Save. 

 
You will need to repeat these steps for each case in the proflight. 

 

 
 
 
As with the individual method of entering the domestic information, when you complete 
this step, IRIS adds the information to both the Travel Notices screen and the Travel tab 
within the case screen.  
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Ground Transportation 
 
To add ground transportation, click the Add Ground Transportation button at the 
bottom of the Travel Notices screen. 
 
 

 
Indicate which cases you would like the Ground Transportation to be added to by 
clicking the Add? checkbox next to the desired PAs’ names. Then, add the Departure 
and Arrival information and click Save. 

 

 
 
IRIS will add the Ground transportation information to both the Travel Notices Page and 
the Travel tab within the case screen.  
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Updating or Deleting Travel Information 
 

Changing or Deleting an Entire ProFlight 
 
If there is a change to travel information, you should notify your affiliate office in both a 
VOLAG note and an e-mail. The Proflight Status button should only be used if the 
change or deletion has been made to the entire ProFlight. If this is the case, click on the 
Change Status button. 
 

 

 
 

A dialog box will open. Choose the appropriate status from the dropdown and enter the 
reason for the change. When finished, click Save. 
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Travel information for all cases on the flight will be updated or deleted. 
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Changing or Deleting a Specific Leg of a ProFlight 
 
From the Travel Notices screen, click the Flight No. link. 
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If modifying the flight, make the necessary changes, add an Update/Delete Reason 
and click Save. If deleting the flight, add an Update/Delete Reason and click Delete.  A 
pop-up message will display to verify that you are sure you want to delete the flight leg.  
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IOM Interface 
 
The IOM Interface screen is accessible from the Manage Travel screen.  From this 
screen, you can manually call for data from IOM's travel web service.  These functions 
are helpful if you believe the automated eABN/eDOM interface has somehow missed 
data. 
 

 
 
 
IOM Interface Function Description 
Manually check for Latest 
IOM ABN Data 

This is the same process used by the automated 
interface, but can be run manually here.  Only new data 
not already sent to IRIS will be received. 

Get Specific ProflightID To get travel data on one specific ProFlight.  
Get All ABN's sent since Allows you to request travel data using the date and time 

that the travel data was originally sent 
Get ABN's with DOA 
between 

Allows you to request all travel with arrival dates between 
the date range that you enter. 

 
Whenever you manually request IOM data – by selecting the type and clicking the Run 
Now button – IRIS will let you know the results. 
 
The example below shows the results of asking for the latest IOM ABN data when there 
is no new data.  This may occur if the automated process just finished before you 
requested it: 
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The next example shows where there is data returned.  IRIS gives the details of each 
transaction: 
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Interface Administration 
 
The settings for the interface can be managed in the Admin Configuration module, 
which is accessible from the dashboard, but only for IRIS users with administrative 
permissions. 
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Once in the Admin Configuration module, click the + sign associated with the Travel 
section to open it up. 
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Hover over the “i” in the blue circle to learn more about each setting.   
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View eABN Imports Notification 
 
The View eABN Imports Notification is accessible from the dashboard in the Travel 
section.  A separate row is created each time the interface is run manually or as part of 
the automatic process.  If the Warnings column contains a Yes, click the View Details 
link to view the warning.  If the Data column contains a Yes, that indicates data was 
imported during the run.  Click the View Details link to see what data was imported. 
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Reconcile Arrivals 
Overview 
 
The purpose of the reconciliation process is to compare the cases in IRIS that arrived 
during a specified period of time (month or year) to the cases that RPC sends from their 
database as having arrived during the same time period for that Resettlement Agency 
(RA).  
 
During each fiscal year, RAs perform monthly reconciliations. After the fiscal year ends, 
an annual reconciliation is performed.  For each reconciliation, there are one or more 
"initial" reconciliations, where comparisons and corrections are made, and then a "final" 
one, where the arrival data in both the resettlement agency database and the RPC 
database agree.   
 
The RPC compiles and sends reconciliation data files in the second month after arrival.  
For example, November arrival data is sent starting in January.  Because this is a 
reiterative process, an RA could have multiple reconciliation processes going on at the 
same time. 
 
The RA runs the WRAPS Import, which loads the RPC reconciliation data into an IRIS 
Reconciliation table.  IRIS then compares the imported data to what is in the RA’s 
database.  To view results of the import, the RA will navigate to the Reconcile Arrivals 
link on the dashboard under the Case Management section and scroll down to the 
Reporting Month (or year) that matches the dates in the reconciliation data that was just 
imported.  IRIS will load the Reconciliation Report, which the RA will review to see what 
discrepancies exist between what RPC thinks the RA has versus what is actually in the 
RA’s IRIS database. 

Importing WRAPS Reconciliation Files 
 
Click the Load WRAPS Files link from the dashboard to import the Reconciliation data 
received from RPC. 
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Select the RECONCILIATION File Type or FINALRECON File Type.  
RECONCILATION is selected for the initial and subsequent imports until the 
discrepancies between the RA’s data and RPC’s data have been resolved.  
FINALRECON should only be selected once the RA believes the RPC and IRIS 
databases are in synch. 

 
 
Next, select whether you are running the Monthly or Annual reconciliation, browse for 
the file that you wish to import and click Start to being the import. 
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Reconciling Arrivals 
 
Once the import has completed, return to the dashboard and click the Reconcile Arrivals 
link. 
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Click the link to the Reporting Month for which you just ran the import. 

 
 
The report contains six possible areas where the RPC data and IRIS data may not 
match, as shown and described below. 
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1. RA Unmatched Cases 
 

Displays cases that were not in the file that was imported from RPC, but are 
in IRIS as having arrived during the reporting period. 

 
2. RPC Unmatched Cases 

 
Displays cases that were in the file that was imported from RPC, but either 
are not in IRIS, are in IRIS with a status of Closed, or do not contain an arrival 
date that falls in the reporting period. 

 
3. Unmatched Case Size 

 
Displays cases where the case size differs between what is in WRAPS and 
what is in IRIS. 

 
4. Unmatched Arrival Date 

 
Displays cases where the arrival date differs between what is in WRAPS and 
what is in IRIS. 

 
5. Unmatched Proflight Number 

 
Displays cases where the proflight number differs between what is in WRAPS 
and what is in IRIS. 

 
6. Unmatched Affiliate 

 
Displays cases where the affiliate with whom the case is placed differs 
between what is in WRAPS and what is in IRIS. 

 
Investigate and communicate with RPC regarding the discrepancies that were found.  
Reimport new reconciliation files as needed from RPC.  Once all discrepancies have 
been resolved, the Final file can be requested from RPC and imported. 
 
Older monthly reconciliation files can be viewed by clicking the Completed 
Reconciliations button. 
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Affiliate Involvement 
 
Affiliates have access to the Reconciliation links.  On the main Reconciliation page, the 
affiliate will see totals that reflect all of the RA’s arrivals.  However, when the affiliate 
navigates to the Reconciliation Report, only the cases that are placed with that affiliate 
will be displayed.   
 
 
 

Administration 
 
The Administration section on the navigation bar contains links for the following 
functions:  
 

• User Maintenance – manage users and permissions 
• Affiliate Maintenance – manage affiliate agency data and capacities 
• E-mail Announcements – send e-mail announcements to all users or to certain 

user groups 
• Form Template Maintenance – add or edit forms available in IRIS 
• All Forms – access forms available in IRIS 
• Per Capita Maintenance – set amount of R&P funds for refugees for each fiscal 

year 
• MG Program Maintenance – set up Program Cycles, Program Years and MG 

Slots 

User Maintenance 
 
IRIS users are “invited” to join IRIS. An IRIS admin can set up the new user by 
specifying an e-mail address and the permissions to be assigned to a user.  This 
triggers IRIS to send an e-mail message to the new user – the message contains a link 
to an IRIS user set up screen, where they can enter their name, contact information, 
username and password. 
 

Inviting a New User 
 
To invite a new user, click on the User Maintenance link. The User Search screen will 
open. Click the Invite User button. 
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Type the information you have for this user into the fields on the User Maintenance 
screen, as shown on the next page. Users create their own usernames, so the 
Username field should be left blank.  
 
The checkbox Allow Access to Sub-offices allows staff from affiliates with sub-offices 
to view data related to all of their offices when logged in as the main office. Affiliate 
Supervisors who have this permission may assign it to other staff. 
 
The groups you assign for users will determine their permission levels, along with which 
functions appear on the dashboard and which notifications they receive. To assign a 
group, find it in the Unassigned Groups list, select it, and then click on the arrows to 
move it to the Assigned Groups field. 
 

User Groups 
 
You may assign a new user to one or more of the following groups: 
 

• IRISUserAdmin – IRIS User Administrator. 
• VOLAGCaseMgmtStaff – This is the basic permission in the RA version of IRIS. 

All users should be given this permission unless they only need to be able to run 
reports, in which case they should be given VOLAGReportsOnly. 

• VOLAGLoanMgmt – VOLAG Loan Manager. 
• VOLAGReportStaff – This group receives notifications related to the R&P 90 and 

180 day reports. 
• VOLAGMGStaff – RA MG Staff members receive notifications related to 

Matching Grant issues, and the dashboard includes a section on MG reports. 
• LWSStaff – Loan Web-Service staff. 
• VOLAGReportsOnly – VOLAG login with access only to reports. 
• ReadOnlyOverride – This override can be used in conjunction with 

VOLAGCaseMgmtStaff to allow a user read-only access to IRIS.  
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• VOLAGPreArrivalNotifications – This group receives notifications pertaining to 
Pre-Arrival functionality. 

 
Assign the Permission Groups for this user by selecting one (or more, by dragging) on 
the right side under “Unassigned Groups” and clicking on the double-left-arrow button 
(<<).  This will move the group(s) over to the “Assigned Groups” box. 
 
For most VOLAG users you will give the basic group “VOLAGCaseMgmtStaff” group, 
and then add others as needed by the person, based on his/her role. 
 
If you want to prevent notification e-mails from being sent to this user, check the “Do not 
send any e-mails to this account” checkbox near the bottom of the screen. Once you 
have finished entering all the information, click Save. 
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IRIS confirms that the user was successfully invited. Please see the IRIS Basics section 
at the beginning of this manual for instructions on how the user will proceed when they 
receive their invitation. 

 

 
 

Editing User Information/ Unlocking an Account 
 
If you need to change any of the profiles for a user, click on the User Maintenance link 
on the dashboard. You may search by Username, First Name, Last Name, e-mail, 
VOLAG/Affiliate, or Status. The system defaults to searching for active users, but you 
may also search for inactive ones by clicking the dropdown in the Status field. Enter the 
information you have and then click Search. 
 

 
 
 
Your Search Results screen will open. Select the link associated with the username you 
wish to view. 
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The User Maintenance screen for this staff member will open. You may edit the fields as 
necessary. If a user has made three unsuccessful attempts to log in, IRIS will lock his 
account, and the checkbox indicating that the account is locked will be checked. To 
unlock the account, uncheck the checkbox and then click Save. 
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Affiliate Maintenance 
 
IRIS enables the user to view and manage affiliate information by clicking the Affiliate 
Maintenance link from the dashboard. The Affiliate Maintenance screen is pictured 
below. 
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To begin working with an affiliate, click the link for that office. A screen containing the 
following three tabs will appear: 

• Agency Basics 
• Affiliate Profile 
• Program Capacity 
 

Agency Basics 
 
In the Agency Basics tab, you may maintain demographic data related to the affiliate. 
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Affiliate Profile  
 
Click on the Affiliate Profile tab to view and edit the affiliate’s information, such as case 
types accepted, programs available, nationality/ethnicity, and languages. There are also 
links to a report that lists ethnicities resettled in the last three program years, as well as 
the affiliate profile report. You can also enter additional information in the Notes box. 
Checkboxes allow you to indicate if supervisor approval is required, request a data 
update/additional information needed and accept affiliate changes. 
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Program Capacity 
 
Use the Program Capacity tab to enter data pertaining to arrivals projections. Here you 
will be able to create new R&P and MG fiscal years, as well as update existing ones. 
 

 
 
Click Add under the R&P Fiscal Year grid to enter a new fiscal year or click the fiscal 
year link to modify an existing one. The SIV, RA and DOS goals entered here will 
display on the FFY Arrivals by Affiliate report. Upon completion, click Save. 
 

 

E-mail Announcements 
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This function allows the administrator to send an e-mail announcement to selected user 
groups. From the dashboard, click on E-mail Announcements. When the screen 
pictured below opens, check the groups to whom you would like to send the 
announcement. If you would like to send it to all IRIS users, check all the groups. Type 
in your Subject, and then the Body of your e-mail in the designated fields. When 
finished, click Send. 
 

 
 
IRIS confirms that your e-mail has been sent. 
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Managing Forms in IRIS 
 
Many of the forms used by the RAs and affiliates are available in IRIS as document 
templates.  They can be viewed, saved, or printed.  New templates can be added.  
Existing templates can be replaced or changed.  The templates can also be 
downloaded and saved to a local system, where staff may complete them and then 
upload the completed version to the appropriate location in IRIS. Affiliate staff may also 
wish to print the forms for inclusion in the case file. 
 
Use the All Forms function if you would like to view, save or print a template in IRIS.  
This link is available to all IRIS users, regardless of permission level. 
 
Use the Form Template Maintenance function to: 

• Add a new template 
• Replace an older version of a template with a new one  
• Change the name of a template or its location within IRIS 

This link is only available to resettlement agency users. 
 
To manage forms within a case, go to the appropriate screen for the case and utilize the 
Add Attachment and Templates dropdowns. 
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View, Save or Print a Form Template 
 
To view, save or print a template in IRIS, click on the All Forms link, as shown above. 
The Form Templates screen will open. This screen lists the name and type of form: 
Anchor, AOR, Assurance, Cosponsor, Individual, Matching Grant Case, Organization, 
Case, or Interest. The Type also indicates where in IRIS the form template may be 
accessed and where completed versions will be uploaded. For example, a completed 
Anchor/Friend Assessment Form would be uploaded to IRIS from the Anchor Forms 
screen.  
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The Form Templates screen also lists the update date and the user who last updated 
the form.  
 
To open a form template, click on the link associated with its name. 
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The form template will open in a new window as a Word document, as shown on the 
next page. You may save or print it as you would any Word document. 
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Add, Replace or Change a Form Template 
 
Add New Template 
To add a new form template, replace an older version of a template with a new one, or 
change the name or location of a template, start from the dashboard and click on Form 
Template Maintenance.  
 
If you would like to make a new form template available in IRIS, click on the Add New 
Form Template button at the bottom of the screen, as shown on the next page. 
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A dialog box will open. Enter the name of the new form template and then choose the 
type from the dropdown. The type you select will determine where in IRIS completed 
versions of the form will be uploaded and accessed. Click on the Browse button to look 
for the template you have saved on your system. 
 

 
 
Select the document name and click open. 
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The file path now appears in the File field. If you need the ability to upload multiple 
versions of this form, check the Allow Multiples checkbox. Note that this function 
allows the user to upload multiple completed versions of a form (eg, an AOR), not 
multiple form templates.  Next, indicate whether this template is Attachable (a template 
to be completed and attached; may also have guidance) or Informational (a document 
for guidance or printing only). When finished, click Save.   
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The template is now listed on both the All Forms and Form Template Maintenance 
screens.  
 

 
 
Since Case was entered as the form template type, this template can also be accessed 
from the Case Forms tab in the Post-Arrival Section of the Case screen, as shown on 
the next page.  
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Replace an Existing Template 
 
To replace an existing template, select it from the Form Template Maintenance 
screen. Make any necessary changes to the Name and Type. Use the Browse button 
to locate the file with which you wish to replace the current file. 
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The new file name will display in the New File field.  Click Save to complete the 
replacement. 

 
 
 
Change a Template’s Name or Location 
 
To change the name or location of an existing template, select it from the Form 
Template Maintenance screen. Make the necessary changes to the Name and Type 
and click Save. 
 
If you modified the Name field, the new name will now display in the Form Template 
Maintenance and All Forms grids in the Name column.  It will also be included in the 
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Add Attachment and Templates dropdowns in the forms screens associated with the 
Type that was entered. 
 
If you modified the Type field, the new type will now display in the Form Template 
Maintenance and All Forms grids in the Type column.  Also, the type will determine the 
locations (forms screens) where the template will display in the Add Attachment and 
Templates dropdowns. 

 
 
 

Inserting Field Codes 
 
Field codes provide the ability to automatically include case information into a 
downloaded MS Word or Excel template. For example, if you are on the Post Arrival, 
Case Forms tab and there is a template containing the field code <Arrival_Date>, then 
the case’s arrival date will be inserted into the template when it is downloaded. 
 

Process for adding field codes 
1. Create a MS Word or Excel document with the field code inside brackets (< >). 

For example, <Case_Number> 
2. As an RA user, click Form Template Maintenance 
3. Add the new template that contains the field codes 
4. Be sure to check the box for “Contains field codes?” when adding the template 
5. Download the template from one of the following IRIS locations and the 

document will replace the field code with the case’s data. 
a. Case 
b. Assurance 
c. US Tie 
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d. Co-sponsor 
e. Individual 
f. Matching Grant Case 

 

NOTE:  
i. There must not be any spaces between the brackets or the data will not 

populate. 
ii. Field codes do not work in Excel merged table cells. 
iii. An Excel form template must not contain images. 
iv. Co-sponsor information is available only for the cosponsor marked as the 

“primary cosponsor”. 

Correct Incorrect 
<Case_Number> No spaces < Case_Number> There is a space between < and C 

 
Listing Individuals Information 
 
To list information of all members on a case, use the following special field codes for 
R&P and MG cases respectively. 

1. <CaseMembers> 
2. <MGCaseMembers> 

 
Place the CaseMembers or MGCaseMembers tags in the table row above the data. In 
the example below, a new row is created for each case member. 
Name 
<CaseMembers> 

Alien Number 

<Full_Name> <Alien_Number> 
 
The downloaded template would look like this. 
Name Alien Number 
Alicia Adkins 111111111 
Phillip Adkins 111111112 
Sarah Adkins 111111113 

 
R&P cases members will be listed by the WRAPS sequence number. MG case 
members will have the same order as the IRIS MG case member screen. 

List of Field Codes 
This table lists the field codes that may be embedded in MS Word and Excel templates. 
 

Field 
Code 
Type 

Field Code Tag Description 

Global <RA_Abbreviation> RA Abbreviation 
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<Date_Today> Today’s Date (MM/DD/YYYYY) 

Case <Case_Number> Case Number  
<Case_Size> Case Size 

 <Case_Pool> Case Pool  
<Proflight_Number> Proflight Number  
<Arrival_Date> Port of entry Arrival Date  
<Arrival_Time> Time part of Arrival Date  
<Arrival_Airport> 

 
 

<Final_Arrival_Date> Final destination arrival date. May differ from 
port of entry arrival date.  

<Final_Arrival_Time> 
 

 
<Final_Airport> 

 
 

<90th_Day> 90th day from arrival 
 <60th_Day> 60th day from arrival  

<30th_Day> 30th day from arrival  
<Placed_Affiliate> Placed Affiliate  
<Placed_Affiliate_Full_Name> Placed Affiliate Full Name  
<Placed_Affiliate_Address> Placed Affiliate Address  
<Placed_Affiliate_City> Placed Affiliate City  
<Placed_Affiliate_State> Placed Affiliate State  
<Placed_Affiliate_Zipcode> Placed Affiliate Zip Code  
<PA_First_Name> PA First Name  
<PA_Last_Name> PA Last Name  
<PA_Last_Name2> PA Last Name2  
<PA_Middle_Name> PA Middle Name  
<PA_Full_Name> PA Full Name (Last Name, Last Name2, First 

Name, Middle Name)  
<PA_Alien_Number> PA Alien ID  
<PA_SSN> PA SSN  
<PA_DOB> PA Date of Birth  
<PA_Nationality> PA Nationality  
<PA_Gender> PA Gender  
<PA_Address> PA Address  
<PA_City> PA City  
<PA_State> PA State  
<PA_Zipcode> PA Zip Code  
<PA_Phone_Number_Home> 

 
 

<PA_Phone_Number_Work> 
 

 
<PA_Phone_Number_Mobile> 

 

Assuran
ce 

<Target_Assurance_Date> Target Assurance Date 
 

<Assurance_Date> Assurance Date 
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US Tie <US_Tie_Full_Name> 
 

 
<US_Tie_First_Name> 

 
 

<US_Tie_Middle_Name> 
 

 
<US_Tie_Last_Name> 

 
 

<US_Tie_Last_Name2> 
 

 
<US_Tie_PA_Relationship> Relationship To Case Member  
<US_Tie_Arrival_Date> UST PA Relationship  
<US_Tie_Address> US Address  
<US_Tie_City> City  
<US_Tie_State> State  
<US_Tie_Zipcode> Zip  
<US_Tie_Phone1> Phone 1  
<US_Tie_Phone2> Phone 2  
<US_Tie_Email> Email 

Individu
al 

<First_Name> First Name 
 

<Last_Name> Last Name  
<Last_Name2> Last Name2  
<Middle_Name> Middle Name  
<Full_Name> Full Name  
<Sequence_Number> Sequence Number 

 
WRAPS sequence number. If not a WRAPS case 
then sequence will be generated in order of 
entry into the database. 

 
<WRAPSSequence> WRAPS Sequence Number  
<Alien_Number> Alien ID  
<SSN> SSN  
<DOB> Date of Birth  
<Gender> Gender  
<IsMGEmployable> Is MG Employable  
<Minor_Code> Minor Code  
<Address> Address  
<City> City  
<State> State  
<Zipcode> Zip Code  
<Relation_To_PA> Relation to PA 

Matchin
g Grant 
Case 

<MG_Eligibility_Date> MG Eligibility  Date 

 
<MG_Enrollment_Date> MG Enrollment Date  
<MG_Program_Year> MG Program Year 
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<MG_120th_Day> MG 120th Day  
<MG_180th_Day> MG 180th Day 

 <MG_Case_Size> MG case size which may be different from RP 
case size 

Co 
Sponsor 

<Cosponsor_Organization_Name> Cosponsor name 
 

<Cosponsor_Contact_Full_Name> Cosponsor contact full name  
<Cosponsor_Address> Cosponsor address  
<Cosponsor_City> Cosponsor city  
<Cosponsor_State> Cosponsor state  
<Cosponsor_Zipcode> Cosponsor zipcode  
<Cosponsor_Phone> Cosponsor phone  
<Cosponsor_Phone_Mobile> Cosponsor mobile  
<Cosponsor_Email> Cosponsor email 

AOR <IRIS_Pre_CaseID> 123456779-12Feb2021 
 <AOR_Type> P3 
 <Affiliate> TX - Austin 
 <AOR_Status> Submitted to RPC 
 <AOR_Last_Submitted_Date> 3/22/2020 
 <AOR_Case_Size> 3 
 <Qualifying_UST_Parent_First_Name> All field codes beginning with Qualifying UST 

are from the following sections. 
 
Lautenberg: tab "US Tie", SECTION II 
Information about the US Tie 
CAM: tab Qualifying Parent, SECTION I 
Information about the qualifying parent 
P3: tab U.S. - Based Family Member, SECTION I. 
Information about the U.S. Based Family 
Member 
 
John 

 <Qualifying_UST_Middle_Name> Joseph 
 <Qualifying_UST_Last_Name> Campbell 
 <Qualifying_UST_Full_Name> John Joseph Campbell 
 <Qualifying_UST_Sex> Male 
 <Qualifying_UST_Birth_Date> 1/5/1994 
 <Qualifying_UST_Birth_City> Kinshasa 
 <Qualifying_UST_Birth_Country> Dem. Rep. Congo 
 <Qualifying_UST_US_Address_Street> 800 Light St. 
 <Qualifying_UST_US_Address_City> Baltimore 
 <Qualifying_UST_US_Address_State> Maryland 
 <Qualifying_UST_US_Address_Zipcode> 21209 
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Upload Forms to a Case 
 
To complete a form for a case and upload it into IRIS, go to the appropriate screen and 
click the Templates dropdown. Once you have selected the form that you wish to 
download, a Download link will appear. Click on that link, complete the form, and save 
the form on your system. 
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Now that you have completed the form, you are ready to attach it to the case. To do so, 
click the Add Attachment dropdown. Once you have selected the type of document 
you will be attaching, a Description/Comment field and an Upload File field will 
appear. Add a comment if you desire and click Browse to locate the file you saved on 
your system. Upon selection, the name of the file will display in the Upload File field. 
Click Save File to complete the process of uploading the form to the case. 
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After attaching the file, the form will be listed in a grid containing information about it.  
You can click on the link under the Attachment Type to open and view the document. 
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Delete Forms from a Case 
To remove forms that have been added to a case, click in the Remove boxes next the 
documents you wish to remove and then click Remove Selected. 
 

 
 
A confirmation pop-up will display. 
 

 
 

If you click OK, the Attachment Type names will be grayed out and you will no longer be 
able to open the forms for viewing, as you can see on the next page. 
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Custom Fields Maintenance 
As an IRIS Administrator, you may add fields unique to the needs of your agency.  
These non-standard IRIS fields are called custom fields.   
 
To add a custom field, perform the following steps. 
 

1. Choose the Table: 
Table IRIS Screen 
Case Member Pre-arrival member screen 
IRIS Case Pre-arrival case screen 
QC Report Quarterly Consultation screen 

 
2. Click button Add Custom Field and complete the form 

Custom Field Properties Description 
Name The name for the field as it will appear on 

the screen. 
Data Type Bit = True or False 

Date = date 
DateTime = date and time 
Integer = whole number without a 
fractional component 
Lookup = list (e.g. apple, orange, pear) 
Numeric = number with fractional 
component 
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Text = open text 
Data Size Applicable to these data types: 

Integer 
Numeric 
Text 

Data Size2 Applicable to numeric data types 
 
 

Field Type Defaults to keyboard 
 
For data type Lookup, options are 
Dropdown or Multi-choice 

Field Height Applicable to data type Text 
Lookup Type Applicable to data type Lookup 

 
Requires a look up field be created from 
original custom field screen using button 
labeled Edit Lookups 

Use For Search Check to include field in case Advanced 
Search 

 
3. Click Save button. 
4. Click Edit Lookups 

a. To edit an existing lookup, click the name from the table of lookup 
b. Click Add Lookups to add a new Lookup list 

i. Give the lookup list a name and click Save 
ii. Click Manage Lookups to add values 
iii. Click Add Lookup Value and proceed to add and save each 

value 
c. Save all changes 

5. Finally, to save all Custom Fields and Lookups click Save Updates button 
a. This process takes several minutes.  During the process, the button 

will become disabled and the label will read “Saving updates in 
progress” 

 
Figure 1. The primary screen used to manage custom fields. 
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Custom Fields and Custom Reports 
Custom fields for “Case” and “Cultural Orientation Member” may be used in IRIS 
custom reports. When the “Save Updates” button from step 5 above is clicked, the 
custom report data sources below are updated to include the custom field. 
 

• IRIS_CASE_CUSTOMFIELDS 
• IRIS_COAMEMBER_CUSTOMFIELDS 
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